The banking sector has been developing very rapidly in the past century. 
Introduction
The economic theory considers the banking sector to be one of the main pillars of product creation as its intermediary function makes allocation of capital more efficient. Sectors as well as banks in individual countries went through an intense development especially in the 20 th century and at the turn of the millennium. This was mainly in reaction to or cooperation with three basic processes that are characteristic for this sector -disintermediation, universalisation and diversification of the banking sector. In individual countries these processes differ especially depending on the type of economy, level of regulation or financial literacy on the demand side of banking services (the customer base). In the Czech Republic, just as in other post-communist countries of the Central and Eastern Europe, an abrupt transition to the market principle business, transformation process and activities of consolidation institutions that had a significant impact on the banking sector were specific for these processes 1 . The essence of the banking sector as a field which for a fee (interest margin) provides interconnection of agents with disponible resources and agents demanding these resources because of investment or other plans has basically remained the same since the emergence of first banks. Nevertheless, we can by all means say that the banking sector went through a lot of changes in the second half of the 20 th century. These changes were mainly driven by the intensifying regulation of the banking sector, emergence of new non-banking competitors and technological progress. Clients who had no practical experience with competition in the financial services sector became an easy target of embezzlement and financial frauds in the 1990s (the early transformation period). Therefore diversification of financial services towards smaller banks or even outside of the banking sector almost stopped 2 . In 2011 Czech clients of retail banking sector still paid for basic banking services relatively more than it was common in countries of the Western Europe. Development of competition using modern communication tools and modern technologies together with increasing financial literacy made prices in retail banking significantly decline after 2010.
Literature
In literature with a close focus on the Czech Republic, diversification of banking revenues represents a key part of comparative works that compare trade policies of banks from the retail banking point of view (Matoušek and Taci 2004) or texts that include microeconomic analyses of clients' attitude towards banking fees. For example Hedvičáková et al. (2011) describe the role of information asymmetry in retail banking related to banking clients' looking (or not) for better prices for consumption setting of banking products. In another article (Hevičáková et al. 2012 ) the authors apply Stigler's model adjusted for modelling of information asymmetry of prices in a small banking market. They state that based on their consumption behaviour, more than a half of clients could replace their bank accounts by cheaper ones but they do not do so. The methodology created by is important for our research.
Soukal and Hedvičáková analyse consumption behaviour of banking clients in the Czech Republic and divide them into 5 client groups (clusters). Based on these groups they calculate consumption costs in relation to different kinds of behaviour. Gelos and Roldós (2004) study consolidation processes on emerging banking markets and their influence on the size of the banking sector and profitability of individual entities. Comparative analyses of banking sectors in different countries (e.g. Kášová 1999) also provide stimulating information. As Draessler et al. (2011) say, there is a considerable level of information asymmetry on the Czech banking market with retail banking services, which is caused by the tariff pricing system of banking services (packages). Real prices are therefore composed of market prices and costs on their comparison. These conclusions are consistent with Stigler's findings about information economics (Stigler 1961) . Dvořák and Hanousek (2009) analysed determinants of retail banking fees with the use of the index of banking fees. They found that differences between individual fees can be explained by fundamental economic factors as for example the structure of the sector, the level of penetration of cashless economy into the market or differences between banks based on technologies they use and working capital they have.
Analysis
During the last five years the banking sector in the Czech Republic has undergone important development which significantly changed the situation on the market.
Despite the financial crisis the number of banking institution is relatively stable, as can be seen in the table below. 3 As for the supply side of the banking sector in the Czech Republic, it has mainly changed in the aspect of quality. The emergence of new low-cost (low-fee) banks plays a crucial role in this process.
Thanks to the use of modern marketing channels these banks offer services for significantly lower prices than already existing 
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Listing these movements on the banking market is absolutely crucial as these new banks and their different style of marketing and retail communication with clients intensified the pressure on the increase of client mobility and transfer of deposits between individual banks and made existing banks react to this development. Of course, the reaction also concerned bank charges. Soukal and Hedvičáková (2011) define clusters of individual groups of clients which enable observing the trend in charging basic banking services. 5 Based on the analysis of more than 8 000 respondents' consumption behaviour in relation to retail banking, four clusters were created. Each cluster is a characterization of a type of clients. There is only one difference between the two data sets and that is the four year time interval. Other characteristic features of the two sets are completely identical. Comparison of the two data sets from 2011 and 2014 has brought very interesting results for all the client clusters. The Table 14 shows that quantitative features of the fifteen best accounts for retail bank clients have significantly changed. In 2011 the model case Active Client could not get a bank account for less than 143 CZK, even though all conditions set by the bank were met (most often it was the turnover or the minimum balance on the bank account). In 2014 nine banks made it possible and two of them offered accounts completely free of charge. Both the average value and the median value significantly changed during the two observed periods -they decreased dramatically. The higher standard deviation in 2014 shows that price offers of the fifteen cheapest accounts for the Active Client cluster fall within a broader range of values. Results obtained in the Table 15 for the Branch Client cluster and the fifteen offers of bank accounts that are the best for this model of consumption behaviour can be interpreted in a similar way. The lowest monthly amount of money decreased from 156 CZK to 0 CZK. Services free of charge were offered by two banks. Due to operational costs, transactions carried out at a place of business are subject to higher charges than transactions that are carried out through other sales channels.
However, the average decreased by 13.7% and the median decreased by 5.1%. If clients were willing to switch to one of the two best options, they could considerably cut down their expenses and therefore the segment changes can be described as significant.
The offer for the Active Internet Client cluster has probably gone through the greatest change. While in 2011 clients who used mainly the Internet banking to manage their accounts could get the services for 32 CZK a month, in the first quarter of 2014 there were seven banking houses that provided altogether 10 accounts with these services for free. The maximum value in the offer of the 15 best consumer options fell by almost a half to 86 CZK per month. The average decreased by 86% to 16.33 CZK per month.
The median value of the set in the 1 st quarter of 2014 fell to 0 CZK. The standard deviation decreased too, in contrast to the previous two clusters. Positive price changes in this client segment took place throughout the whole observed set. 
Results and implications
In relation to both the compared data sets and all four client segments we can say that product offers of big banks (Česká spořitelna, Československá obchodní banka, Komerční banka) are not very much represented in the interval of the fifteen most favourable offers. Despite the economy of scale and other economic features, these banks can be seen as relatively expensive. However, the position of big banks is still relatively strong in the Czech Republic. In 2014 there were over forty banks and branches of international banks and three biggest banks managed 51.43% of the total assets of the Czech banking sector. In our opinion the decrease of prices was really caused by the emergence of banks with low charges as well as by other factors:
financial innovations (see Janicko 2015), mobility of clients and client initiatives.
The issue of (un)stable dominance of big banks in the banking sector of a country is closely related to willingness to switch banks, that is client mobility. The current competitive environment of the Czech banking sector is also shaped by client initiatives with a narrow focus. There is a client survey called The Most Absurd Bank Fee, which is a client survey popularizing the issue of price policy in retail banking sector and it receives a lot of media coverage. 9 The survey has been taking place every year since 2005 and there are three rounds of online voting (nomination -1 st round -final round). In the past years clients described the following fees as the most absurd: fee for an incoming payment (2005) There are several ways to prove that this initiative has an impact on the sector. Every year after the survey some banks regularly decide to remove the "most absurd" fees from their schedule. They also inform their current and potential clients about this change. 10 Banking houses also use the "most absurd" fees -or rather their absence in their schedules -as a marketing tool. 11 Relevance of the aforementioned circumstances is also confirmed by a recent survey on banking clients' behaviour in 7 Shortened as Code of Mobility. This document signed by all CBA members is a multilateral convention, which allows clients to change banks by signing a special form in the new target bank. Banks have agreed that in these cases they will constructively cooperate and that the first bank will help the target bank to settle agreements, terminate the products associated with the ownership of the original current account and transfer deposits as well as direct debits, permanent payment orders and other information to the new bank. More information is available here: https://www.czech-ba.cz/cs/aktivity/kodex-mobility-klientu. 8 The only survey related to this topic the author is aware of was carried out at the beginning of 2011, when readers of the www.bankovnipoplatky.com Internet portal were asked: "Do you know what the Code of Banking Clients Mobility is?" The survey lasted for two weeks and 77 percent of the total number of 497 respondents answered "I have no idea what it is," despite the fact that this portal has a separate section for this issue and regularly publishes articles related to it.
the European Union countries (EY 2014). It shows that as for the issue of charges, banking clients in the Czech Republic are now the second most sensitive group in Europe -47% of clients in the CR have cancelled a product in their bank because of the price policy (in Ireland it was 60%; the average of the EU is 36%). According to surveys, 51% of clients in the CR say that they associate trust in a banking house with the issue of bank fees. 50% of clients that have concluded contracts on products with more than one bank decided to do so to reach lower charges or more favourable interest rates -higher for savings accounts and lower for credit accounts.
